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Continued...  

by John Halstead 

Driving “Express Repairs” Through Your Facility 

“What would happen if... 

you could deliver nearly half of your repairs in 2 days or less?” 
 

Would that benefit your CSI, Cycle Time, and Insurer relationships? You could tell customers…“Drop it off 

today; Pick it up tomorrow or the next day.” 

A census of your completed repairs is likely to show that 40-45% (or more) of your jobs are 10 labor hours 

or less. “Light hits” can be a blessing or a curse, depending on how you handle them. A shop processing 

100 RO’s per month is likely to have 40-45 of these jobs, or about 2 per workday. 

If you identify and segregate these repairs upon arrival, you have the opportunity to get them into the shop, 

repaired, and delivered very quickly. A large shop may be able to dedicate a “lane” and a paint booth to this 

type of work; a smaller facility can devote a stall or two and a dedicated tech while offering priority service in 

the paint shop. Handled properly, these jobs can be back on the road in two days or less and are not taking 

up space in your shop waiting for a tech to get to them. In a shared booth situation, depending upon staffing 

and the number of repairs, you may be able to prep for paint in the fast lane stall so it is ready to go straight 

to the booth upon arrival in the paint shop. 

A less experienced B or C level tech likely has the skills to perform these repairs as well as paint prep work 

with excellent productivity and a lower labor cost than your more senior, higher skilled techs. 

Benefits of Fast Tracking Small Jobs 

 No reactive supplements; parts delays 

 Improved customer service 

 Shorter overall cycle time 

 Effective utilization of B or C level techs 

 Enables more efficient handling of larger jobs without starts and stops of work when dealing with  

      smaller jobs in the daily workflow 

 The techniques mastered with small jobs will enhance the repair planning process of all repairs 

 

Think about the beneficial impact on your main body shop with 40% fewer vehicles. More space, time, and 

less clutter slowing down the other 60% of your work. 
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Designated Express Repairs must have specific criteria 

 All damage is clearly visible with limited disassembly 

 +/- 10 labor hours or less 

 1 - 3 repaired or replaced panels  

 No mechanical or frame repair 

 Immediate authorization from owner or insurer 

 Parts readily available 

GEICO’s Auto Repair Xpress® program and Toyota’s “On-Time” Collision Repair have proven the  

viability of many of these principles. Carefully selected small jobs enable you to completely write  

damage, obtain all correct parts, and perform the repair without delays and reactive supplements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Outline of the Express Repair Process 

 Identify eligible repairs and segregate them 

 Perform minor disassembly 

 Write a complete Damage Report 

 Obtain all correct parts 

 Repair or replace panels per the Damage Report 

 Prep for paint 

 Queue for immediate access to booth  

 Detail and deliver 

 

Tip to Consider… 

Identifying and separately processing small 

repairs can contribute to reduced overall cycle 

time, better customer service, increased 

capacity, and better overall shop performance. 

Perform a census of your closed RO’s to 

determine how many jobs may fit the criteria for 

an “Express Repair” process. 
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